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Editorial Statement
Tr6caire, the Irish Catholic Agency for World Development,
produces the Development Review as part of its programme of
research and development education. This programme aims to raise
awareness in Ireland and elsewhere of the scale, dimensions and
causes of world poverty and to promote individual and official action
to overcome it.

Tr6caire in initiating this Development Review has responded to
meet the need in Ireland for a publication concentrating on policy
analysis and research findings on development issues. Review articles
will be on issues of major importance to developing countries.
Economic, social and political themes related to poverty in the
developing world will be covered. A particular focus is the impact on
developing countries of aid, trade, financial and other policies
adopted by the industrialised countries. Ireland's policies, including
in the context of the European Economic Community, will be of
special interest.

The Editorial Board invites articles that fall within the remit
outlined above. Articles, while analytical, should not be overly
technical in presentation. In general individual country case studies
should be used only to illustrate a general argument. Research
findings on pertinent issues would be particularly welcome. Articles
should not exceed 5,000 words. All articles will be refereed. Short
Notes and Comments are also welcome.

Tr6caire Development Review is published annually in October.
Contributions should be submitted by the preceding April 30 and
should be addressed to:

The Editor
Tr6caire Development Review
169 Booterstown Avenue
Blackrock
Co. Dublin

Editor: Mary Sutton

Editorial Board:
Alan Matthews (Chairman) - Trinity College, Dublin
Frank Barry - University College, Dublin
Patrick Commins - Teagasc
Tony Fahey - St Patrick's College, Maynooth
Connell Fanning - University College, Cork
Eoin O'Malley - Economic and Social Research Institute, Dublin.

Manuscript and Production Editor: Fergus Mulligan
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Preface
This is the fourth issue of Trocaire Development Review, published as part
of our on-going programme of research and development education.

The opening article this year is by Niall MacDermot and marks the
fortieth anniversary of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. It
calls on Ireland to ratify the UN Covenants on Civil and Political Rights
and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, as well as the European
Convention against Torture.

There are five other articles dealing with Agriculture, Trade and Finance,
and Africa. As the December Mid-Term Review of the GATT trade talks
nears, Alan Matthews assesses the developing country interest in the
agricultural negotiations and suggests an optimal negotiating strategy for
them. Frank Barry unravels the apparent paradox of the co-existence of
agricultural land left idle and widespread unemployment which occurs in
many Third World countries but is discussed here with particular reference
to Guatemala. Jim Fitzpatrick and Andy Storey discuss the spin-off
benefits to Ireland from our Official Development Assistance programme
and Professor Okuma assesses Japan's programme to recycle $30 billion of
its trade surplus to developing countries. In "Images of Africa: An African
Viewpoint" the European perception of the African food crisis of 1984-85
as a catastrophic event is chal1enged by African NGOs who argue that it was
in fact part of an extended process. They also argue that African solidarity
and survival strategies that operated during the Famine were largely ignored
in Europe.

The Review also discusses nine recent reports on aspects of aid and
development, and reviews three books on debt and three books on Southern
Africa.

As Tony Fahey says in his review of the Department of Foreign Affairs
annual report on ODA: "aid budgets in many countries are suffering the
pressure of domestic spending cuts but the present withering onslaught on
the Irish aid programme would be hard to match." In its evaluation of
Ireland's aid performance in September last, the Development Assistance
Committee of the OECD "expressed concern at the fact that aid had been
cut back much more severely than total government expenditure" this year.
It went on: "further reductions would severely limit Ireland's participation
in the international aid effort ... and would jeopardise an aid programme
which is making a valuable contribution to the development of a number of
low-income developing countries."

Sadly, the Estimates for Public Expenditure in 1989 contain more bad
news. The Bilateral Aid Fund which was reduced by £4m or 29'70 this year is
to suffer a further cut of £Im next year. Thus, we are once again
withdrawing vital development resources from four of the poorest countries
in the world with whom we have a special relationship. This, despite the fact
that one of these countries, Sudan, is currently in the grips of a major
emergency caused by flooding and has been caught in a cycle of disasters
since the Famine of 1984/85 which add up to a development crisis.

Because of the phasing of mandatory payments to international
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development funds our total ODA in 1989 will be slightly higher than last
year (£33.7m compared to £32.8 in 1988). As a percentage of GNP it will
remain at the abysmally low level of 0.18"70. With such an ODA/GNP
ratio we do not have the moral authority to call on other, more powerful,
members of the international community to do more to alleviate global
poverty. Further, as the article by Jim Fitzpatrick and Andy Storey makes
clear, reductions in bilateral ODA involve a smaller saving to the economy
than appears at first sight when it is recalled that, in 1987, for example, 70%
of bilateral aid was spent either on goods and services in Ireland, or as
payments to Irish personnel.

Once again the provision for Disaster Relief in the Estimates is a nominal
£1,000. As we said when National Lottery funds were first allocated for
disaster relief last August, an adequate provision for disaster relief should
be a component part of ODA and as such should remain part of mainstream
government expenditure. Lottery funds are of their nature unpredictable
and are an inappropriate response to the many emergencies which
unfortunately arise with great regularity in the Third World. The current
emergencies in Bangladesh and Sudan, two of the poorest countries in the
world, have forced voluntary agencies such as Tr6caire, to divert scarce
resources from long-term development programmes to relief operations.
But, as we have repeatedly said, action by voluntary agencies is not a
substitute for government action and does not relieve government of its
responsibility.

Regrettably too, Ireland will not contribute again this year to the World
Food Programe which provides food aid in famine situations. Hopefully,
the fact that the Expenditure Heading has been kept in the vote for
Agriculture and Food with a nominal allocation of £1,000 means that
contributions will recommence in the future.

The ODA/GNP ration in 1989 has stabilised, albeit at an unacceptably
low level. It is imperative that we now revert to progress towards the United
Nations ODA target of 0.7% of GNP. This should be achieved via an all
party agreement to increase ODA each year by the equivalent of 0.05% of
GNP until this target is achieved.
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